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Embedding a net gain for biodiversity
into thenetplanning
Introducing
gain – whatsystem
is it?

 Latest policy developments - and NE and Defra support for net
gain and expanding the concept into to ecosystem services and
natural capital
 The breadth of organisations now exploring net gain approaches
in their work
 How are Local Planning Authorities embedding net gain?
 Lessons learnt to date
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What does ‘net gain’ mean?

Biodiversity continues to decline at an alarming rate “with potentially
serious consequences for the resilience of ecosystem functions on which
humans depend”*
Securing no net loss does not halt decline. It is time to be more ambitious
if we are to prevent further losses. Net gains are an integral part of
sustaining our future and making better places.
Environmental
gain
Economic gain

Sustainabi
lity
Community and wellbeing gain
*Oliver et al 2015. Declining resilience of ecosystem functions under biodiversity

Net Gain and National
Planning Policy
Framework

‘Pursuing sustainable development involves seeking positive
improvements in the quality of the built, natural and historic
environment, as well as in people’s quality of life, including
(but not limited to):
• moving from a net loss of bio-diversity to achieving net gains for
nature’ [para 9]

‘Minimising impacts on biodiversity and providing net gains
in biodiversity where possible’ [para 109]

Background – the Defra
biodiversity offsetting
pilot

• A pilot to consider the possibility of embedding biodiversity offsetting in
planning

• Ran 2012 to 2014 in six areas (Nottinghamshire, Greater Norwich, Devon,
Doncaster, Coventry, Essex)
• Independent specialists worked together with Defra and Natural England
to prepare guidance on how to value biodiversity – developed a metric
calculation, applying numerical values to biodiversity attributes (size,
condition, habitat type)
• Very focussed on ‘biodiversity offsetting’ – the last stage in the mitigation
hierarchy.
• Now moving to a more holistic ‘net gain’ approach. Embedding net gain

Net Gain – Growing
Support

Net Gain – Best
Practice Principles
• Principle 1. Apply the Mitigation Hierarchy
• Principle 2. Avoid losing biodiversity that cannot be offset by
gains elsewhere
• Principle 3. Be inclusive and equitable
• Principle 4. Address risks
• Principle 5. Make a measurable Net Gain contribution
• Principle 6. Achieve the best outcomes for biodiversity
• Principle 7. Be additional
• Principle 8. Create a Net Gain legacy
• Principle 9. Optimise sustainability
• Principle 10. Be transparent

Net Gain – The
Future
SPECIES
ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
NATURAL CAPITAL
Defra – 25 year environment strategy + Greater
Manchester Pioneer
DCLG – Housing growth
DfT –
Strategic transport

How are Local Planning
Authorities embedding net gain?

Continuation of Defra biodiversity offsetting pilot in some areas, whilst others have followed
and implemented an offsetting/net gain approach. All are using a ‘metric’ to quantify
biodiversity losses and gains. In many instances the metric is the Defra metric initially
developed for the pilot, but some have made local adaptations to improve application and
environmental outcomes.
• Working with influential partners such as Natural England and the Wildlife Trust – e.g.
Dorset
• Putting in place an in house team of self financing staff – e.g. Warwickshire

• Focussing on local flagship species – e.g. South Devon (a collaboration of LPAs)
• Embedding in planning policy with a Biodiversity Supplementary Planning Document
(SPD) – e.g. Litchfield
“All development in Litchfield is required to deliver a net gain for biodiversity. The net gains will have to

Lessons learnt
to date
• Following the Defra pilot approach with consistent use of a metric enables
consistency and fairness across local authority areas
• Local adaptations are acceptable if they are evidence based and justified –
Adaptations should improve delivery and result in better outcomes for
biodiversity

• Dedicated staff increase success, and can potentially become revenue generating
over time
• Building in monitoring is essential
• Finding suitable sites to deliver biodiversity net gain can be difficult
• Developer led bespoke schemes prevent LPA administration issues, but outcomes
can be piecemeal. A strategic approach delivers more for the environment.

Net gain issues and opportunities for the
Greater Manchester Spatial Framework

• Embedding in planning policy is critical to ownership and success
• Start off simple and build on the initiative with time and experience
• Get buy in from local stakeholders
• Work with developers to promote their good news case studies

• Seek revenue generating opportunities for staff resources
• Working collaboratively across boundaries brings fairness and consistency
• Building on existing initiatives and using their administrative/governance structures
should make embedding easier.
• Sustainable revenue stream for green infrastructure enhancement/creation
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